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Abstract

In the past 20 years, a ftumber of research projects have endeavored to discover which

vocabulary word$ learners of Eftglish as a foreigft language should $tudy. Re$earcher$

have discovered which English words appear with greatest frequency ift English

language texts using the British Natioma1 Corpu$ (BNC: 10 million word$) and the

American National Corpus (ANC: 2 million words) among others. Words with higher

frequtency by definition are used more often aftd therefore are more useful to learner$,

as they are more likely to be encountered. However, semantic information is not

limited to the single word level, but exi$t$ within phrases or multi-word units (MWUs:

idioms, and expressions which are made up of two or more words). The present article

attempts to di$cover which Eftglish MWUs are mo$t frequent and of mo$t u$e to

English as a foreigft language learners. However, conducting a search of existing

corpuses may not be the solution for pre-intermediate EFL $tudents, as they are based

on news medi& medical research articles, papers on engineering and court proceedings,

among others. For that reasoit, the researcher ha$ prepared a corpus composed of

children's literature, and language aimed at linguistically less sophisticated audiences.

In this way the researcher hopes to find the mo$t basic and e$sential MWUs, or messt-

leam expressions. The search of this corpus returned 64 very high frequency MWUs,

which could comprise a list of expression$ taught to secondary and university

students. The results are presented with a commentary and amalysis.
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要約

　英語学習において学習者が学ぶべき単語に関して．過去20年間、様々な研究が行われている。

BNC（1億語のイギリス英語のコーパス）やANC（2千万語以上のアメリカ英語のコーパス）

の研究によって最も頻度の高い英単語は剖明している。頻度の高い語は最も普段に使われている

単語であり、学習者が学ぶべきであろうと考えている。しかし英語のみならず、人間の言語は単

語単位だけではなく、句（phrase）のレベルが存在する。本研究では、学習者が覚えるべき最も

頻度の高いMWU（慣用語等・複数の単語によって成り立つ表現）をコーパスから探し出すこ

とを試みる。しかし．BNCなどに現れるMWUはニュース・メディア、医学書、工学研究の論

文、法廷の記録など様々な高レベルの文章を元に作られている。そのため、英語を外国語とし学

ぶ日本の大学で学ぶ学習者に適切なMWUであると限らない。そのため、本研究で新しい英語

学習者のためのコーパスを作って、その中に学習者が学ぶべき基礎のMWUを探し出した。結

果として、学習者が学ぶべき約64組のMWUを特定した。これらのMWUは、かならず学習者

紹介する英語の慣用語であると論じる。

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　互n愈r⑪δ服。蕊⑪n

　　　The　goal　of　this　article　is　to　consider　which：multiword　units（MWUs）should　be

introduced　to　pre－intermediate　level　students　at　an　early　stage　in　their　development。

The　current　research　attempts　to　discover　the　most　common　multiword　units　that

students　of　English　as　a　foreign　language（EFL）are　likely　to　encounter、，　Since　the　late

1980s，　and　the　advent　of　corpus　linguistics　into　foreign　language　education，　a　great

emphasis　has　been　placed　on　introducing　higher　frequency　vocabulary　before　low

frequency．　Nation（2001，　p。13）argues　that　the：most　frequent　2000　words　on．　the

General　Service　List（West，1953）account　for　80％of　language　in　most　texts。　The

importance　of　leaming　these　words　is　then　self－evident．　Some　textbook　publishers

have　not　ignored　the　situation　and　advertise　the　fact　that　their　texts　are　corpus　based，

suggesting　that　they　are　more　effective　in　improving　communicative　s：kill．　One

example　of　this　is　Cambridge　University　Press’s‘‘Real　English　Guaranteゼappearing　on

the　back　of　Redman’s翫g♂ゼsんγocα伽伽ッ挽乙櫨（2003）．

　　　Although　finding　the　most　frequent　vocabulary　words　and　introducing　them　to

students　enables　the　highest　pay－off　in　terms　of　study－time　investment，　there　are　a

number　of　problems　associated　with　a　frequency－centered　approach。　The　biggest

concem　I　have　is　that　frequency　of　single　words　may　hide　the　need　to　consider

multiword　units（MWUs）at　an　earlier　point　in　language　education。　Multiword　units
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should be taking on a more important role in the eyes of EFL teachers. For example,

Rogers (2000) sutggested that the study of phraseology would be the next important

phase in EFL learning. Lewis (200& p.95) takes the argument a step further,

sugge$ting a critical role for MWUs:

   It now seems plausible that ait important part of laftgutage acquisitioit is the

   ability to produce lexical phrases as unanalyzed wholes or `chuftks', and that these

   chuftks become the raw data by which the learner begins to perceive patterns,

   morphology, and those other features of 1anguage traditioma11y thought of as

   (?    grammar.

Accordiitg to Lewis, umamalyzed chuftks, of which MWUs are a part, are not just good

to learn, but they are the basis for coming into contact with patterns ift laftguage. For

this rea$on, I argue that elementary-level studenis need explicit instruction in MWUs

at early stages. Currently, MWUs are taught randomly at best, and at worst they are

totally ignored. However, as Lewi$ sugge$t$, learners may benefit from early explicit

introduction of MWUs. Not only learning particular MWUs, but students and teachers

need to be aware of MWU$ a$ a central aspect of commuftication and language

organization. Likewise, Willis (1990, p.38) argues the need to research the most

common word$ aitd the most common pattern$ in the langwage, and expo$e students

to them. Thanks ift part to projects like Cobuild and the BNC (British National

Corpus), it i$ clear which $iitgle words are most frequent, but there seem$ to be fto

consensus about multiword units.

   What I sugge$t iit the present paper is that like word frequency li$ts, we can

develop a list of frequent MWUs that are "must-learn" for students. Below, I will focus

on the most basic MWUs with the goal of making a foundation for materials intended

for pre-intermediate English language learners.

                            kgteratuwe Revtew

   There are a number of scholarly work$ of immediate pertinence to this study

which I would like to discuss briefly at this point Hsu (2006) compares three

textbooks that claim to introdnce multiword units to fiftd which are the mo$t helpfu1

for students to learn. His results, however, indicate that there is no consensus among
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the small sample investigated. He suggests that the reason for the disagreement is that

two of the three textbooks did itot base their choice of MWUs on corpu$ evidence.

Another investigation into a similar field is Grant & Bauer (2004). in that study the

researchers try to reanalyze the categorizations of MWU$ for the purpo$e of teaching

to non-native speakers. Although Grant and Bauer do not use a corpus to investigate,

their paper addresses the concern$ of MWU$ for EFL/ESL student$ aitd therefore

provides a number of hints that I will mention below. Simpson and Mendis (2003)

irwestigate the appearance of idioms iit the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken

English (MICASE), a corpus made from recordings of classroom interaction and

lectures recorded between 1997 aftd 2000. The investigatioit fouitd a great deal of

idioms used in both humanities and science lectures, as well as discussions. The

investigators report repeated use of maity opaque and figurative expressions like "in

a nutsheM "get a handle on", and "on the same page as". Their main finding was that

highly opaque expres$ions are used very often in the classroom, and also that it is

possible to mine a narrow corpus for a number of helpful idioms. They also produced

a list of idioms that one might expect to encounter iit a university clas$room. Simpson

and Mendis's research may have some similarities with the current research in terms

of its goals aitd the use of a specialized corpu$.

   Moon (1997) noted the difficulty in finding the most common MWUs. She also

pointed out that the occurrence of colorfu1 idiom$ ("the top dog", "pick of the litter")

have very low frequencies. However there are a large rmmber of MWUs that appear

with high frequencies yet may be uitkftown to mafty pre-intermediate students, since

they are often missed by many texts and syllabi that concentrate on teaching rule-

generated laftguage. The$e high frequency MWUs will be the focus of thi$ article.

Finally, Shin and Nation (2008) identify the most common MWUs in the BNC spoken

corpus. Thi$ list i$ an excelleni guide for coitversatioft teacher$. However, it may not

be enough for reading and writing classes. For that reason, I will analyze a different

corpus to find common MWUs that will best as$ist teachers and materials creators in

Japan.

               Tke probMema *f gdentgffygwag mamitgword wwmhSs

   One major obstacle to thi$ research aftd to the research of others mentioned above

is the definition of a muttiwont anit. There is a range of opinion on what constitutes
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a MWU. In their review of the literature, Grant & Bauer (2004) note the differences

between categorizations of major researchers, but find three basic a$pects of WMU

definition that run through most of the categorization attempts. These are:

iitstitutioftalization, noft-compositioitality and frozenftess.

   Institutionalization refers to whether or not the language commuftity considers a

particular MWU to be one uftit. The key test for this is whether or itot it recur$. Non-

compositiomality refers to whether or ftot a MWU can be understood by understanding

each item in the uitit. For example, even if a learner kitows the meaning of the

elements in "living hand to moutW he or she will not be able to determine the

idiomatic meaning without knowing the socially defined multiword $ignification.

Finally, there is the aspect of frozenftess or fixedness. Aft example of this is, `ruft' in

the idiom `run the gauntleV which cannot be rewritten as "gauntlet ruftning" or "$pri

nt the gauntlet". For a phrase to be an MWU, all three of these characteristics should

be pre$ent.

   Using these three conditions, I attempted to identify MWUs within a corpus of

simplified Engli$h, which I will de$cribe below. Many writer$ have made efforts to

distinguish the various types of MWUs, Moon (1997, p.44) lists seven types:

compound$, phrasal verbs; opaque idioms; fixed phrases; and prefabs, while Yorio

(1980) defines only three. For the purpose of this research, my main concern will not

be defining the type of MWU$ that appear ift the corpu$. Rather, I will oniy be

concerned with identifying MWUs as opposed to common collocations based on the

guidelines above. Questions concerning what kind of MWUs will be tonched upon only

when it directly affects the results of the current research.

    MetkodoMogy X : ]ffrimdimg tke mamitgword-wwnits im a c*wpwws (rm-gwthmas)

   This search for the most frequent MWUs center$ on a study of a laitguage corpus

to find which MWUs are of high frequency. However since there are so many known

MWUs, (The Oxford Idioms Dictionary (Parkinson D. & Francis B., 2006) claims to

have 10,OOO), a search for all of them would be extremely time-consuming. The other

option is to ascertain what word combinations exist ift the corpu$ and theit from that

list try to discover MWUs. To accomplish that, I made use of a software tool that

searches for n-grams (common word combinations). N-grams have been the topic of

much research, especially by computer scientists working on translation and voice
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recognition software. Among these Cheng et. al. (2006) discuss n-grams as well as

some of their drawbacks and the implementation of improvement$ to computerized n-

grams searches. Although there are some problems related to the use of n-gram

searches, which I will take utp in the discus$ioft sectioit below, it remains ait efficient

means for use in discovering MWUs in a corpus.

     Metkod*Rgy XX : A seMf-mathde eerpus --- Tke SgwapMe EwagMfis]erg Cerpus

   The present re$earch is intended to discover multiword units that are appropriate

for pre-intermediate students to learn. For this reason, I have chosen to create a small

corpus of relatively non-complex English. The corpus used here is composed from

three different sources. The first of these is the Simple Eftglish Wikipedia

(http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:SimplqEngli$itWikipedia). The writers of

Wikipedia's Simple English articles are required to use more accessible language than

a typical Eftglish Wikipedia article, be it with $impler word$, or fewer idiomatic

expressions. Furthermore, sentences are markedly shorter in the Simple English

section. Together the 35 articles taken from Wikipedia for this study have

approximately 57,OOO running words.

   From the articles on the Wikipedia Simple Eftglish website, I have elected to use

entries that have been chosen by the Wikipedia editors as `well written', appearing in

the li$t of `good article$' (http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Verywwgoodwwarticle$).

After the file was created, I used a vocabulary profiler available at Compleat

Vocabulary Tutor website (http://www.lextutor.ca/) to analyze the 35 Simple

Wikipedia articles included in the corpus. That analysis returned results iftdicating

that 75.58% of the tokens in the Wikipedia $ub-corpus were in the most frequent 1000

words of the BNC. Approximately 7.90% of the tokens were found in the range of

1001-2000, aitd 3.33% were from the list of 2001 to 3000. Thi$ means 83% of token$ in

the file can be found in the 1-1000 aftd 1001-2000 levels of the BNC, aftd nearly 87%

of the tokens appear within the most frequent 3000 words of the BNC. All frequency

lists are lemmatized.

   The itext section of the $elf-developed corpus is the children's literature section.

This section is composed of children's books available on the Internet, including Wind

in lhe ewllows, Pinoechto, and Peter Ptzn from site$ like the Guttenberg Project. The

portion of the corpus from these sources had 250,OOO ruftning words. 80.29% of the
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tokens in this section were found to be in the list of the BNC's most frequent 1000.

6.17% were fouftd in the 1001 to 2000 raftge. A further 3.04% were found in the 2001-

3000 range. In all, approximately 89% of the Children's Literature sub-corpus was

within range of the most frequent 3000 items of the BNC.

The third source for this corpus was Time Magazine, which offer$ a version of its

articles on-line rewritten for children. Some articles in the corpus are aimed at native

elementary school fir$t and second graders, and other articles are aimed at third and

fourth graders. The level of difficulty of vocabulary is comparable to the Simple

Wikipedia articles. 86% of token$ are covered within the list of most frequent 3000

items appearing in the BNC.

   The Simple-Eitglish Corpus that I have developed is not neces$arily $imple to read

for EFL learners. I have found that the pre-intermediate students that I teach have a

lot of trouble understanding much of what is iit the corpus. However the writers who

produced the texts had a target audience with a less sophisticated knowledge of the

language than the writers of general text$ like tho$e compo$ing the BNC. If we agree

with Nation's (2001, 148) claim that students should be reading texts that are just a

little higher thaft their cutrreni level, then the Engli$h appearing in le$s sophisticated

texts with more high frequency words are more appropriate for these learners than

the BNC. The introduction of MWU$ appearing withiit this simplified corpus may be

more necessary for pre-intermediate students than many that appear in the BNC. It

might be helpfu1 to compare them to articles from the London Times, which tend to

have only approximately 81% of words appearing in the list of most frequent 3000

words. Of cour$e thi$ rating does ftot take into account complexity of sentence$ and

is only an indirect indicator.

           Fwwwther eermsgderatgowns of tke Sgmapge ErmgMgsk Corpwws

   Before I move on to a discu$sion of the MWUs found iit the corpus, I would like

to discuss a number of weaknesses of the corpus I have created. Firstly, as compared

with existing corpuses like the BNC and the Bank of Eftglish, the Simple Engli$h

Corpus is ftot based on a wide variety of texts. There are only three different types of

texts a$ noted above. Secondly, the children'$ literature section i$ dependent on works

that are available freely online, which means that they have entered the public
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domain 50 years after the writer's death. The result of this is some works may include

expre$sions that are outdated. Thirdly, it does itot contain a spoken compoitent. All

texts in the corpus are examples of written English. For these reasons, we must look

critically at the results that the corpu$ produces.

   In order to gauge how the Simple English Corpus differs from the BNC, I have

listed the most frequeni 4-grams (four word combinations) of both the BNC and the

Simple-English Corpus.

BNC4-grawa$ Sfiwapte-EwagRfislaCerpus4-grawas

Idoft'tkftow idontknow
theendofthe theoldladyis

attheendof (propername)

atthesametime idofttwant
idoit'tthink as$oona$he
forthefirsttime dofttwantto
oittheotherhaftd forthefirsttime

between#and# iamgoingto
therestofthe inthemiddleof

asaresultof andtheoldlady
inthecaseof imgoingto
oneofthemost intheuititedstates

#perwwcentofthe atthesametime
the$ecretaryofstate inthesolarsy$tem

In this comparison, we see that a few expressions appear in both lists, including the

number onemost frequent 4-gram of both. Even with thi$ small sample, the print-media

news component of the BNC is conspicuous. For example, "the secretary of state", appears

frequently ift the BNC. The Simple-English Corpus retains many of the n-grams found

in the BNC, but may yield more basic phrases which I argue need to be mastered by

pre-intermediate students before they can move utp to the intermediate level. However,

the small size of the Simple-English Corpus causes some non-typical examples to occur

as well, like "in the solor sy$tem" (not a MWU).

           MethodoRogy: Mseeverimg MWerJs among the wn-gramas

   In order to use the Basic English Corpus to do an n-gram search, I employed a

software program developed by Laurence Anthony at Waseda University in Tokyo

entitled AntConc (http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/software.html). This program
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allows users to search for n-grams in data files. I performed searches for 2-grams, 3-

gram$, 4-gram$ and 5-grams. Once those lists were produced, they were recorded in a

Microsoft Excel file. Next, those lists were searched manually to determine whether

each it-gram was a MWU or not. Starting with the 2-grams, the most frequent two-

word combimations, the AntConc software analyzed the corpus returning all

combination$ that appeared six or more time$. There were 6951 of those. The proces$

was repeated with the 3-grams, of which there were 2071, the 4-grams numbering 273.

Finally I analyzed the 5-gram$, of which there were only 17 examples.

   Based on the three characteristics of MWUs discussed earlier, I used the following

te$t to determine which n-gram$ were MWU$. in order to pass this test each question

should return the answer `yes'.

  ee Institutionality: Does the string have a robust and relatively static meaning, and

     is that the meaniitg for which it is used in the corpu$ at least 6 time$?

  ee Non-compositionality: Is it impossible to uitderstand the expres$ioft by checking

     the constituent words' dictionary definition?

  ee Frozenness: Does the meaning of the word combination change when the order

     of compoitents i$ adju$ted, or when $ynonyms of particular compoitents are

     substituted?

However, determining whether or not words fulfilled the criteria was not always a

simple ta$k. For instaitce, the question of iton-compo$itionality is extremely $ubjective.

It could be argued that in the list below some examples are in fact understandable

from the dictioftary definitioit of the constituent words. I attempted to include words

that were not totally clear from the coftstituent words, especially coftsidering that the

target audience for the MWU list has an unsophisticated knowledge of Engli$h, and

may not be able to extrapolate abstract meanings as well as native speakers.

   A further problem related to distingui$hiftg MWU's from mere common

collocations was the polysemous mature of the phrases. For example, the 2-gram "up

to" appeared very high on the li$t of word combinations in the Basic English Corpus.

It could be categorized as a MWU in the case that it meant, "you decide." However, it
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may be more appropriate to look at this as simply a two-word preposition that can be

decoded literally like in the following:

   I walked right utp to him and said, "who do you think you are?"

The que$tion then is how is the word used in the corpus? U$ing the same $oftware

AntConc, I was able to do a KWIC concordance search of the Basic English Corpus, a

section of which appears below.

22 a blaze of fiowers; the creek that led ttp to the boat-hotxse, the iittle wooden

23 first, he thotxght. Very warily he paddied txp to the month of the creek, and was jtxst passing

24 mysteriotxsiy at him, went straight z2p to the door and opened it, and iit walked

25 the best of times. He carrke solemitly Nap to Toad, shook him by the paw, and

26 Then the Mole pulied his chair up to the table, and pitched iitto the cold

27 he floor, againstthe walls of the roorrk, and even tgp to the ceiiiitg. He iistened for the

28 lage of the Dead. Pimocchio, in desperation, ran txp to a doorway, threw himself

29 for Pinocchio!" "Pinocchio, come txp to me!" shotxted Harleqtxin. "Corrke to the arms

30 meet them on the road, what matter? I'li jtxst run mp to them, and say, 'Weil,

31 He stepped into the fieid. He went txp to the place where he had dtxg the hole

   From this KWIC concordance, it is clear that the overwhelming majority of corpus

evidence for "utp to" iitdicates direction of movement, aitd not the righl lo ehoose.

Therefore, as far as this particular corpus is concerned "up to" fails to qualify as a

frequent MWU, since in most ca$e$ the meaning of `up to' can be uitder$tood by

analyzing the meaning of its constituent words. A ftumber of other word combinations

in the ft-gram lists had variouts po$sibilities of interpretation aitd had to be inve$tigated

similarly with concordance software.

ResmiSs of ¢*rpwws rkwwaRysfis

The $ort of MWUs resulted in the followiitg table, listing from highest to lowest

frequencye



    Mukiword Units for

2-grawas

 of course

 at last

 at oftce

 instead of

 because of

 so much

 made of

 a lot

 far away

 away from

 filled with

 no loftger

 long ago

 as for

 in time

 all over

 lots of

 if only

 even though

 never mind

 no doubt

 not yet

 fall asleep

 good deal

 look like

 pick up

 sitting room

 stretch out

 run away

 tired of

 all night

 set out (to depart)

Pre-iittermediate Students: Alt

      look for

      look out

      look around

      fto sooiter

      noted for

      get home

      if ever

      in haftd

3-grawas

 as sooft as

 as well a$

 the eftd of

 by thi$ time

 a bit of

 the rest of

 in the middle

 a lot of

 be able to

 in order to

 in spite of

 as far as

 as long as

 the idea of

 the next day

Experimental Basic Eltglish Corpus 179

      4-Grrk wwks

       at the same time

       one of the most

       out of the way

       for the last time

       he could ftot help

       I beg your pardon

      5-grrrkif¥ks

       no $ooner said thaft done

       as hard as SB could
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                               C*wamaentary

   A number of important pieces of information can be derived from the lists of

MWUs that were produced. First of all, the MWUs listed above have high frequency,

and the in$titutionalizatioit i$ well atte$ted. The fu11 leitgth of the corpus is

approximately 312,OOO running words. Therefore 6 instances would indicate a frequency

of approximately 15 per one million running words, which would have a comparable

frequency to single words like `log' and `advisory' on the BNC un-lemmatized

frequency list (both raitked at approximately 4200). However, most of the expre$sions

appeared more frequently than 6 times. For example "as soon as" appeared in the

corpus 78 times. This is comparable to the $ingle word "increa$e" ranked 430 on the

same BNC frequency list.

   In all, 63 MWUs were culled from approximately 9282 candidates. These 63

MWUs were composed of approximately 160 tokens, of which all but seven were in

the British National Corpus most common 1000 word families (BNC-2000: asleep, beg,

stretch, tired; BNC-3000: spite). The high frequency of the constituent words attests to

the importance of these MWUs for early introduction to pre-intermediate $tudents.

                    Basg¢ wwthture of Ske MWWs fouawad

   We can think of the n-grams appearing in the search as set on a cline from free

collocation$ on one side of the spectrum and opaque idioms on the other. This is

illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure i

Freecollocations: Noft-figurative- figurativemeaning: Opaqueidiom:

                Noft-aitalyzable:

`Watchthe fight' `Ofcourse' sepift in a haystack' ss

jump through hoops'

NotMWUs MWUs

In the previous literature, opaque idioms tend to be the focus. For example, Howarth

(i998) di$cusses examples including "blow your horn", and "blow the gaff"; Grant

(2003) discusses "a red herring", and "kick the bucket" among others. These are

expression that caftnot be decoded by under$taftding their compoitenis alone. The

present research is in contrast to those in that it focuses on much more basic MWUs
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almost completely appearing on the left side of the chart in the region marked mon-

figurative non-amalyzable. Although the MWU$ discovered in the $imple corpu$ lack

the intrigue and humor of many MWUs taken up in the previous literature, their

frequency indicates greater u$efulness. Also, it is clear from classroom observation,

that many Japanese university students are unfamiliar with a large number of these

more common examples.

   Of the 2-grams that were judged to be MWUs, the most frequent were almost

exctusively adverbials. The second most common two-word MWUs were multiword

verbs. The large number of multiword verbs indicates the great importance of this

aspect of the English langutage. De$pite that fact, mafty textbooks include far too few

multiword verbs, and in casual observation, I have noticed that large numbers of

university students learn low frequency verbs (like "expose") before they learn

semantically similar high frequency multiword verbs (like "find ouV'), though the

reasoft for this i$ ftot clear.

   Although there were many noun phrases appearing in the corpus, as a whole

nearly all failed the test of noit-compositionality. Oniy a few itouit combinations were

both high in frequency and non-compositional. One example in the list is "sitting

room", which i$ noft-aitalyzable since it souitds as thoutgh a room i$ sitting rather than

a room where people sit. Adding to this ambiguity is the fact that we sit in nearly

every room of the hou$e including the toilet. Therefore it i$ indeed a MWU.

   Among the 3-grams, there are four examples of `as+adjective+as' patterns: "as soon

as" , "as well as", "as far as" and "as long as". The relative prevalence iitdicates the need

not only to explicitly teach these examples, but also to raise the attention of students

to the pattern itsel£ Finally, I would like to ftote the two idiomatic speech routines

appearing in the data: `I beg your pardon', and `no sooner said than done'. The former

ha$ a very pragmatic utility and should be memorized for production. The latter, lacks

the usefulness of `I beg your pardon' and appears only in one book of the children's

literature sub-corpu$ (Pinocchio). This limited raitge of appearance may warrant

removal from the list.

   Finally, oite last point must be raised about the corpus search that generated the

MWU list. It may be possible that the simplicity of the search techftique has

coniributed to aft elisioft of some frequent combinatiofts that manifest variatioit. Cheftg

et. al. (2006) discuss the statistical evaluation of expression like "I can give you a ride"
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and "I could give you a ride." It would be possible that these combinations with one

semaniically equivaleitt difference could be lost in the ft-gram search because they are

counted as two different expressions. Future attempts to make lists of the most

frequent MWU$ would benefit from a consideration of variation.

                               Cowaeimstoww

   The present study uses a custom-made corpus with the goal of uncovering some

of the most common and usefu1 MWU$ for studenis who study Eftglish as a foreign

language. Despite the fact that there are a number of problems associated with the

corpus, iitcluding the corpus's narrowitess iit terms of geftre and size aftd the

possibility of variant idioms escaping the search (like in Cheng et. al.'s study), the

results do highlight a large nutmber of core MWUs or phrases, that $hould be brought

to the attention of pre-intermediate students. The MWUs found here are combinations

of single-word$ that are almo$t entirely drawn from the iOOO mo$t frequent words of

the BNC. This fact indicates the very basic nature of the list. Nearly all of the MWU's

fouftd in the corpus have $emantic vabues that serve a particular pragmatic or

communicative goal in a variety of situations, making them extremely useful for

learner$. They are ftot merely free or commoit collocatiofts. Students need to study

them as complete units, and cannot comprehend them based on their components.

Additionally, the 2-gram section attests to the high frequency of multi-word verbs, aftd

the 3-gram section highlighted the common pattern of ess + adeectiye + ess. With only

a few exceptions, all of the MWU$ extracted from the Simple Eftglish Corpus appear

to be absolute must-learns for pre-intermediates aftd intermediate level students.

   From here a number of possible refinements and augmentation$ of thi$ research

are possible. The Simple Eftglish Corpus needs to be refined with an expansion of the

number of text geitres. Al$o, a further consideratioit of word cla$s patterns may help

students and teachers to improve their understanding of MWUs. Finally, there needs

to be aft investigation inio what degree students currenily know these expres$iofts in

receptive and productive modes, followed by considerations of how to teach the

unknowit members of the li$t effectively.
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